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Abstract: This report is for the Link Foundation, which generously provided me a graduate research 

fellowship. In this report, I outline a segment of the organic electronics and organic thermoelectrics fields, 

then detail the contributions I have made, and finally conclude with a perspective on these fields. 

Subsequently, in accordance with the fellowship reporting requirements, I list all articles that I have 

published or will publish whose funding originated (in part) from the Link Foundation. Lastly, I share some 

personal notes on how this fellowship impacted my PhD experience and career.  

 

Introduction: Semiconducting polymers are materials that engenders the solution processibility, 

mechanical compliancy, and biocompatibility of archetypal polymeric materials with the charge transport 

properties, optical properties, and device physics of archetypal inorganic semiconductors.1, 2 Oftentimes, 

pristine semiconducting polymers are electrically insulative with comparatively few mobile charge carriers 

with low mobilities. The charge carrier density and mobility can be increased via chemical doping, and 

chemical doping oftentimes involves adding or removing electrons from the pristine polymer via a redox 

chemical reaction. Ultimately, the resulting optical and electronic properties of chemically doped 

semiconducting polymers is a convoluted function of multiple parameters, including polymer chemistry, 

dopant chemistry, and processing techniques. While this convolution enables a nearly infinite number of 

permutations, each of which can be designed for a specific application, this convolution obfuscates the 

establishment of charge transport models and fundamental process-structure-property relationships. 

 Developing charge transport models for chemically doped semiconducting polymers is necessary 

for their deployment as flexible and cost-effective photovoltaic, electrochromic, and thermoelectric devices. 

These devices can be used to generate electrical energy and/or control the flow of heat, and therefore these 

semiconducting polymer devices can augment our existing energy technologies. For example, the 

propensity for a semiconducting polymer to generate an electric voltage from a thermal gradient is 

quantified using the thermoelectric power factor (𝑃𝐹), which is a product of the Seebeck coefficient squared 

and electrical conductivity (𝑃𝐹 = 𝑆2𝜎). Notably, the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity are 

both macroscopic charge transport properties that are functions of the microscopic distribution of the charge 

carriers, as detailed in the Boltzmann transport equations,3, 4 
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Here, 𝜎E(𝐸, 𝑇) is the transport function, and its mathematical form embodies the physical processes 

responsible for charge transport. The transport function is a function of both the energy levels that the 

charge carriers occupy (𝐸) and their temperature (𝑇). (−
𝑑𝑓

𝑑𝐸
) is the first derivative of the Fermi-Dirac 

distribution with respect to energy, and it ascertains a maximum value at the Fermi energy level, where 

50% of the states are filled. The integral is evaluated over all electron energy levels (𝐸). Additionally, the 

Seebeck coefficient has a prefactor of 
𝑘B

𝑒
, which is Boltzmann’s constant divided by the fundamental charge 

constant, and the Seebeck coefficient is weighted by energetic difference of the carriers with respect to the 

Fermi energy level (𝐸F). Notably, as the extent of doping and number of charge carriers increases, 𝜎 

increases, 𝐸F increases with respect to a band edge, and 𝑆 decreases. Because 𝑆 and 𝜎 are anticorrelated, 

optimizing 𝑃𝐹 for thermoelectric applications is nontrivial. One means to optimize 𝑃𝐹 is to better 

understand the mathematical form of 𝜎E(𝐸, 𝑇), the physical processes that govern 𝜎𝐸(𝐸, 𝑇), and how 

𝜎E(𝐸, 𝑇) changes as a function of materials system. To date, several transport models and frameworks exist, 

but there are several shortcomings such as explaining the carrier- and temperature- dependence of the 
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transport properties and the 𝑆(𝜎) anticorrelation. These shortcomings hinder the rational and quantitative 

development of polymer semiconductors for thermoelectric applications. Therefore, in my thesis, I 

developed and compiled experimental methods, which are used to create and substantiate novel charge 

transport functions and models, which are then used to contextualize the charge transport properties of 

chemically doped semiconducting polymers. 

 

Results: The crux of my work is the development of the semi-localized transport (SLoT) model (Figure 

1).5 The SLoT model was the result of reading and learning from several pivotal studies4, 6-8 and learning 

from several hand-on experiences.9-12 The SLoT model asserts a transport function that captures both 

localized (hopping-like, insulator-like) and delocalized (band-like, metal-like) contributions to the 

observable transport properties. In other words, the SLoT model can hypothetically capture the entire 

transport spectrum, which has not been rationalized before in a single mathematical and physical model. 

Specifically, the SLoT model asserts,  

𝜎E(𝐸, 𝑇) = {
0,                                                 𝐸 < 𝐸t

𝜎0 exp (
−𝑊H(𝑐)

𝑘B𝑇
) (

𝐸−𝐸t

𝑘B𝑇
) ,       𝐸 > 𝐸t
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Here, 𝜎0 is a transport function prefactor that is independent of the number of charge carriers and 

independent of the energy levels they occupy. 𝜎0 captures energy-independent parameters such as the 

mobility prefactor and effective mass.13 exp (
−𝑊H(𝑐)

𝑘B𝑇
) is Arrhenius-like activation energy term, commonly 

 

Figure 1: Summarizing the semi-localized transport (SLoT) model. The top row shows Eq. 1 and Eq.2 with the SLoT transport 

function (Eq. 3) evaluated in the integral expressions. Notably, 𝜎 is a function of all three terms, while 𝑆 is only a function of 

the energy-dependent integral values. The leftmost blue box shows energy-dependent contributions, commonly found in 

delocalized and metal-like transport expressions. This plot shows that as the extent of doping increases, 𝐸F increases with 

respect to the transport edge, 𝐸t. Furthermore, the velocity squared of the carriers (𝑣2), the density of states (𝑔(𝐸)), and the 

relaxation time 𝜏(𝐸), all vary as a function of doping. The product of these three terms is linear with respect to the x-axis, and 

therefore a linear transport function is used in the integrals. The rightmost red box shows energy-independent and localized 

contributions to the transport function. Poly(thiophene) chains can be oxidative doped, yielding polaronic charge carriers that 

are electrostatically attracted to the doping counterion (A-). These polaronic charge carriers (represented by single barbed 

arrows) are localized in potential energy wells with depth 𝑊H and separated by some distance 𝑅. In the above example, the 

carrier ratio is 2/10 or 0.2, representing two charge carriers for every ten aromatic ring sites. As the extent of doping increases, 

the distance between the carriers and the activation barrier decreases. At some carrier density (𝑛) or carrier ratio (𝑐), 𝑊H → 0 

and the transport is thought to be delocalized. Figures adapted from Ref. 5.  
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found in hopping-like transport models.6, 14, 15 𝑊H is the localization activation energy and captures the 

energetic barrier between carrier sites. 𝑐 is the carrier ratio, or the ratio of occupied sites to total available 

sites. 𝑐 can be though as the extent of doping and is linearly proportional to the carrier density (𝑛). 𝑊H  ∝
−𝑐1/3, or as the extent of doping increases, the barrier between sites decreases.14 Eventually, at some 𝑐, 

𝑊H  = 0, and the transport is considered to be delocalized. (
𝐸−𝐸t

𝑘B𝑇
) is a linear energy-dependent term, 

commonly found in delocalized transport models.3, 4, 13, 16, 17 As the extent of doping increases and the energy 

levels that the charge carriers occupy increases, with respect to the transport edge, 𝐸t (akin to a band edge), 

the energy-dependent contribution increases. Notably, when Eq. 3 is evaluated in Eq. 1, all three terms 

contribute to the observable electrical conductivity. In contrast, when Eq. 3 is evaluated in Eq. 2, only the 

energy-dependent terms are responsible for the observable Seebeck coefficient.  

 We validated the SLoT model (Eq. 3) using by measuring the thermoelectric properties as a 

function of temperature and carrier ratios (using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy18-20). Through this 

validation, we can measure or calculate (through simple linear extrapolations or interpolations) more 

fundamental transport parameters that provide deeper insight on charge transport in chemically doped 

semiconducting polymer systems. For example, we can now quantify the carrier ratio (or density) needed 

for delocalized and metal-like transport (𝑐d,𝑛d) as well as the carrier ratio (or density) needed for the Fermi 

energy level to be greater than the transport edge and degenerately doped (𝑐d, 𝑛d). Furthermore, we can 

Table 1: Compiled notes and parameters for literature studies analyzed with the SLoT model. S(σ), η(c), WH(c) 

refers to whether the literature studies provided sufficient data to analyze the S-𝜎 curve, the η(c), and/or WH(c) 

relationship. Studies that have Y (yes) for all three categories have sufficient data to apply the SLoT model without 

freely adjustable parameters. Rows are shaded blue and white corresponding to the number of “Yes” answers 

which determines the confidence of the model.  𝑊H
max and 𝑊H

slope
 are the maximum localization energy and the 

rate which localization decays with increasing c, respectively𝑐d, 𝑛d refers to the carrier ratio or density (x1020) 

needed to achieve 𝑊H = 0 and converge with the Kang-Snyder s = 1 model. 𝑐t refers to the carrier ratio needed to 

achieve 𝜂 = 0 or equivalently 𝐸F = 𝐸t. At 𝑐 > 𝑐t the SLoT model indicates that the Fermi level has entered the 

band. Adapted from Ref. 5, and see Ref. 5 for additional information.   

Polymer Dopant 𝑺(𝝈)  𝜼(𝒄) 𝑾𝐇(𝒄) 𝝈𝟎 

[S/cm] 

𝑾𝐇
𝐦𝐚𝐱 

[meV] 

𝑾𝐇
𝐬𝐥𝐨𝐩𝐞

 

[meV] 

𝒄𝐝 [-],  

𝒏𝐝 [cm-3]  

𝒄𝐭 [-] 

P3HT FeCl3 Y Y Y 9 288 443 0.27, 9.9 0.04 

P3HT NOPF6 Y Y Y 0.5 325 410 0.5, 18 0.06 

PBTTT TFSI- Y Y N 22 240 640 0.052, 0.91 0.007 

PA FeCl3 & 

More 

Y Y Y 10 265 775 0.039, 9.1 9.4 x 10-4 

PEDOT Fe(OTs)3 Y Y N 75 700 1200 0.20, 8.4 0.22 

CNT OA Y N N 250 300 1100 0.02, 2.5 0.01 

N2200 FET N Y Y 2 150 220 0.32, 1.9 0.09 
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quantify how the electronic structure fills with increased doping level, how localization decays (via 𝑊H 

slope and maximum intercept values) and model the hypothetical maximum electrical conductivity. In our 

previous report, we succinctly tabulated these transport parameters for several organic systems (see Table 

1).  

 

Impact and Perspective: The SLoT model was published in 2021,5 so its full impact has not been realized; 

therefore, the potential impact shared here is more speculative and from an inherently personal perspective. 

As stated in its original publication, the SLoT model and its parameters will be the quantitative language 

needed and used for developing more advanced polymer, dopant, and processing systems. If you open any 

undergraduate solid-state physics or electronic materials textbook,21 you will find tables of fundamental 

transport parameters, such as the effective density of states at the band edge, effective masses, and 

mobilities as a function of carrier density and temperature for a variety of inorganic semiconductors and 

dopants. This kind of quantitative language enabled the rational development of inorganic semiconductors, 

including silicon. Unfortunately, these quantitative descriptors were not ubiquitously documented nor 

experimentally accessible for chemically doped semiconducting polymers before the SLoT model. The 

SLoT model enables these more fundamental transport parameters to be quantified for semiconducting 

polymers because the SLoT model accounts for and isolated localized and delocalized contributions to the 

observable transport properties. I recognize that all models are wrong, but some are useful; I believe that 

SLoT will be useful because it bridges both localized and delocalized (archetypal organic and inorganic) 

transport formalisms. Hopefully, the SLoT model will accelerate the development of polymer 

semiconductors. 

 Current and future iterations of the SLoT model will be able to address more challenging transport 

phenomena. Some examples include the electronic contribution to thermal conductivity, the inversion of 

the Seebeck coefficient, and between quantifying “narrow” electronic structures. Furthermore, the SLoT 

model operates under an appropriately weighted homogenous material approximation. Explicitly, the 

electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient and the SLoT parameters are single values used to represent 

the inhomogeneous ensemble. This approximation is not ideal, because every microdomain can contribute 

differently to the macroscopic observable.  Multi-scale modeling and measurement techniques (e.g. atomic 

force microscopy with electrical conductivity mapping) will be able to better quantify individual spatial 

domains’ contributions to the observable transport properties.  
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